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INTRODUCTION
We regard a decision support system (DSS) as a special class of automated informatioll systems, i.e. systems that collect, maintain and produce information about some other system called target system. A DSS is focused at decisions that affect the target system. It can evaluate the effects of proposed decisions and generate decisions satisfying user-gi\'en criteria. Some authors (e.g. [Keen 87]) require a facility for selecting a decision in the case of conflicting criteria. A fourth facility is for sensitivity analysis of a givell decision, which is connected to its evaluation.
The term decision is used here for the unit of information sent to the target system. Its impact depends upon the granularity of the control process. A decision might be a simple control action (that influences the target system for a short period of time) or a set of such actions (e.g. a production plan for a batch of jobs), but it can also be a function that assigns actions to observed behaviour of the target system. In the latter case, a single decision may control the target system for an arbitrarily long period of time.
Designing a classical information system means automating an existing well-defined manual system. "Vhen designing a DSS, though, it is unwise to automate the existing (heuristic) decision processes entirely: care has to be taken in deciding which decision tasks can be automated. Many DSS projects in the past have failed by assigning too many tasks t.o ill<' machinc. The decision situat.iolJ proved more complicated thall foreseell hy tilt" designers, rendering the automat<>d procedures inadequate (d. [Ike R9a]). \\'(. dcsnilw iI rl'illm'\\'ork fur 11it' rOIllI;d d('snipt ion ilild :--.imttlill i(lll (If <I widl' \',11 id.\' ill systclIls, called discrete event syst.ems. These are characterized by a !illite or countabl(' stat(! space and a behaviour that call be described as a succession of states. This class of systems contains information systems as well as physical systems (e.g. robots). Solutiolls of differentia) equations and the like are out of scope.
Our framework plays a role in the requirements engineering phase of DSS design. Here, designers and decision makers (future DSS users) together try to establish the functionality of the DSS. The use of prototypes for this purpose is recommended. Experiments with the prototype can be conducted, showing the strong and weak points of the prototype. With little turnaround time, the prototype can be adapted, until the users are sa.tisfied with the functionality offered.
Prototypes of the DSS only are not always sufficient, though. The prototype experiments should be conducted under realistic but controllable circumstances. So the relevant parts of the target system should be simulated. Both tasks, prototyping of the DSS and simulation of the target system, can be performed by our framework, provided both the target system and the DSS can be modeled as a discrete event systems. The model of the target system should reflect its performance characteristics (namely the effects of decisions made by or through the DSS), while the model of the DSS should reflect its functionality.
Our framework thus integrat.es many activities (specification, prototyping and simulation) and aspects (data models, process models and process interaction) of DSS construction: moreover, it does so in a natural way close to intuition. It is possible to construct libraries of reusable components (model' banks) to speed up the construction of DSS prototypes and target system simulation models. However, this paper stresses the way in which models are described and not how they are maintained and used (model management systems).
Our paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we introduce our framework. In section 3, we define its model, summarizing some properties. In section 4, we introduce its language. In section .5, we give an example of an interesting decision situation showing the compactness of specifications within the framework. In [Hee 89 b,c] the contents of sections 3 and 4 is also covered. Note that this paper does not pretend to give all details. vVe only give the flavour of using an integrated frame\vork and hope that it catches.
OVERVIEW OF THE FRAMEWORK
One can model the world as a collection of data types, functions and procedures, as encounterd in third-generation Janguages. These concepts can be combined into models (like e.g. linear programming); [Dolk-Konsynski 84] give a language and a tool for describing and manipulating models. The model does not indicate how its procedures and functions are activated. Th(' activation issue is settled by embedding t he model in an automat.on. A uto/llat (t are characterized hy a state space, illJlut-output alphabet and transitioll fUllction. ['POll rec('iying input, t he state of an atltomaton is modified and out put is produced hy applying t.he transition fUllctioll to the old statIo <lIld tilt' receiv('d input. All ('xpediellt of this approach is Z (d. [Hayes 87]): a high-len'l mathelllatical language is used to desnil}(· transition fUIlctions.
A ulomata are howcyer static entities; it is of course possible to describe e.g. paralldism or temporal behayiour, but this has to be done explicitly. Our framework is essentialy dynamic; we describe a system as a network of automata that are communicating internally and with the outside world. Modeling systems as dynamic networks is very old; there exist a multitude of data flow diagramming techniques (e.g. [Yourdon 89] ), although these techniques had no formal semantics. \iVe thus are led to distinguish the following three aspects of a discrete event system (reception of input and production of output are modeled as state transformations) -the state spaces of components, -the state transformations of components.
-the interaction structure.
Our model emhodies these aspects; it is related to (coloured) Petri nets (CP nets, d. [Jensen 87 ], for other Petri net variants d. [Reisig 85]) . Like in CP nets, triggers (tokens) have a colour and reside in typed channels (places). Processors (transitions) continuously consume and produce triggers. Unlike in CP nets, a colour has two components: a time stamp and a yalue. The consumption of triggers by a processor depends only upon their time stamps (lower time stamps have a higher priority) and is globally determined. The production of triggers depends only upon their values. This separation of concerns gives more clarity and better execution performance than in CP nets (where one can specify conditions upon the colours for token consumption), without sa.crificillg modeling power. We call our model the DES model and a system specified by it a DES. \Ve can use Petri net theory to verify structural properties of systems modeled in our framework (d. [Genrich 81]) . Our model has at least the same power as DEVS [Concepcion 88].
Our language ExSpect is executable and thus allows prototyping and experimentation.
It encourages the reuse of specified components and posesses an interface for the incorporation of external software. It has a functional, a dynamic and a structural part. The functional part is used to define types and functions: a many-sorted algebra. The type system consists of primitive types and type constructors to define new types. A sugared lambda calculus is used to define new functions from a set of primitive ones. The dynamic part of ExSpect uses types and functions to specify processors and channels and it defines their interaction structure. Finally, the structural part of ExSpect supports its use for large projects by modularization.
The state of a DES is the configuration of triggers in the channels. The state space of a channel is characterized by its type: the set of all multisets (bags) oyer this type. We thus specify state spaces by types. state transformations by functions and interaction structures by networks of processors and channels. A special kind of cllantwls is ca\lc'd SfOl'( 8. These channels contain 01J(' and only one trigger. A procC'ssor that COIlSUIll('S a trip,gn from it must replace it imlllcdiately. Tbis way of Illodelill!!, corn'sl)o1H1s to S:\\)T [~lar('a 88].
\\.(' ha\'(' developed a software lool 10 support tIl(' spC'cificatioll pr()cC'ss It COllsists of a graphical ('ditor, a type cheeke'r that verifies the type correctness and an interpreter that simulates the specified system. The interpreter is connected to an asynchronous end-user interface. Decision makers, supported by the DSS prototype. can partake in the simulation of the target system and see the effects of their decisions.
MODEL OF DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS
A DES consists of two kinds of components: processors and channels (transitions and places). To each channel corresponds a type (a set). A processor is connected to one or more input channels and zero or more output channels. To each association of an input channel to a processor 11 weight is attached (most weights equal 1). Channels are shared by processors. Channels contain triggers (tokens). A trigger has a ualue that belongs to t.he type of its channel and a real-valued time stamp. There may be more triggers in the same channel with the same value and time stamp. So a channel actually contains a bag of triggers.
At any moment a transition may occur, i.e. a change in the configuration of triggers in the channels (the state). (We attach a different meaning to the term transition than Petri net theory). Transitions occur instantaneously and are e;u;:cuted by processors. A processor p may execute if it is able to consume the right number of triggers from each of its input channels. This number must be equal to the weight of the input channel for p. The execution of a processor implies the consumption of the triggers from its input channels and the production of triggers in its output channels. The number and value of the produced triggers is a function of the values of the consumed triggers. An event is an assignment of triggers to a processor p such that p can execute. The event time of an event is the maximum of the time stamps of the triggers to be consumed. The transitiou time of a system in a certain state is the minimum of t.he possible event times. Being in a certain state, a system will select an event of which the event time equals the transition time and execute it, causing a state transition. The time stamps of produced triggers will be at least equal to the event time. It is thus clear that the transition times of successive events will be non-descending.
Formally, a DES is represented by the following components. The range of 11' is a bag of challnel-trigger pairs suclJ that the channels are in 0(1')' Note that. there is no weight restriction here; the number of triggers produced on each output channel is not fixed. This is the reason why O(p) is a set and J(p) a bag.
An invariant (pre-and post) condition for the functions /p is that any trigger coupled to channel c has a value in the set \I(c). A postcondition is that the time stamp of any output trigger must be at least equal to the maximal time stamp of the input triggers.
We can derive from the above components a transition syste'm, i.e. a state space Sand a relation 'R giving for each state in S the set of possible next states (the tmnsition relation). This is done as follows. S is the set of all bags of channel-trigger pairs (c, t), with t in V(c). For any s in S, we compute the possible events, i.e. subbags B of Sand a processor p such that Jp(B) is defined. We may say that p can execute or fire, caused by B. The event time of such an event is the maximal time stamp of the triggers in B.
We construct the set £, of possible events with minimal event time (the transition time). A next state is then computed by selecting a B. p pair from £, subtracting B from Sand adding Jp(B) to the outcome.
The above formalization of the DES-framework has been elaborated in [Hee 89 b,cl. It is even sligthly complicated further, since an event can consist of the simultaneous firing of more processors, thus allowing paralellism. However, a state transition caused by the such an event can be reached also by a sequence of single-processor transitions (serializability),
To represent a DES we use a diagram technique like for Petri nets. A diagram is isomorphic to an ordered graph containing the network of processors and channels (the first four compoIlcnts above). To such a diagram we must add a type for each channel and a Junction to each processor. Networks can be defined separately and used as a subnetwork in a larger network. It is thus possible to use a decompositioIl hierarchy (d. [Huber 89]) . A high-level DES diagram is very similar to a data flow dia.gram (d. [Yourdon 89] ).
In ExSpect, the computation of values of triggers is separated from the computation of their time stamps. The time stamps are computed by a delay depending on the values of the consumed triggers. This delay is added to the event time to obtain the time stamps of the produced triggers. When no delay is specified, the value 0 is taken. By not specifying dela.ys. we have a timeless model; events are then ordered only by causality: triggers call be consumed only after production.
LANGUAGE OVERVIEW
As we remarked in the previous section, a DES diagram must be complemented by attach· ing types to chamwls and functions to pro<"t'ssors. The defillit iOIl of t.vpes alld funct.iolls can he dOlJe in the functional part of our language ExSpect. Processors, cilallne\s amI (SIl b )s:stems can be defined in the dynamic part of our language, graphically or by means of t('xt .
T.vpes art' defilled by lll('clllS of t~'I)(' ('xpn·ssiolls. cOlisist iug of basic IYIH'S alld typt· up eraton.;. FUllctions are defilled by Illealls of expressions. built frolll basic COllstallts and functions. We shall treat in this order basic types. type expressiolls. type defillitiolls, ex· pressions and functioll definitions. Then we move to the dynamic parI and treat processor and system definitions. Channels are defined within a system. We do not treat modules; they are similar to modules in modern programming languages and affect the scope of definitions.
The basic types are void, bool. num, real and str. These correspond to the empty set, the booleans, the rationals, the floating point numbers and the strings, respectively. The basic t.ype operators are set (denoted by a $ prefix) and cart (denoted by a >< infix). If A and B are type expressions, then $A denotes the set of finite subsets of A and A >< B denotes the set of pairs of objects, the first in A, the second in B. The type operator map (denoted by a -> infix) is derived from set and cart. The type expression A -> B denotes the set of mappings from A to B; a mapping is a finite set of pairs with different first components. Precedence is indicated by brackets.
The type definitions are represented as follows:
type id from te, where id is an identifier and tf a type expression. The following example illustrates some type definitions. type coord from real><real; type loc from coord->str; A store of type Icc can be regarded as a file containing the names of cities and their coordinates (longitude and latitude). The ExSpect type system is hierarchical; a type "inherits" all functions that can be applied to its supertypes.
Our set of basic functions includes all well-known set-theoretical, logical and numerical constants and functions. Actually only a few of them are truly basic; the others can be derived from them. Many of these functions are "sugared" to their customary symbolic infix or "circumfix" notations. For instance, the application of a mapping (to an element as well as to a set) is indicated by a dot infix. All binary function applications can be denoted in infix form. Expressions are built by constants, variables, function application and mapping construction. A mapping construction is an expression of the form [ id: setexpr I expr ] , where id is an identifier, setf.l'pr an expression denoting a set and expl' an expression (probably containing id as parameter). Its meaning is the mapping Aid E seie.TpT : expr. The functions above are examples of basic functions defined in terms of still more primitive ones, c.q. pil, pi2, (projections), n, ins, pick, rest, union (resp. the empty set, insertion, picking an element from a set. the set without the picked element, set union), dom and rng (domain and range of mappings). $ [t: A I pJ is our notation for the subset of A where P holds. Some definitions are recursive and some polymorphic. A polymorphic definition uses type variables (T, S). Note the multiple definitions (overloading); they are allowed if no clashes occur. The min functions compute the minimum of two numbers, a set of numbers or a numerical mapping. The upd functions overwrite a mapping either by a specific value at a specific location or by a second mapping. Finally, pinf ex) selects a point from the domain of x where its minimum value is reached.
Processor definitions have a header and contents. The header contains the processor name and its parameters, (channels and stores, sometimes values). The contents consists of concurrent (conditional) assignments of expressions to output channels and stores. A system is an aggregate of processors, channels and stores. Its definition header is similar to a processor header and the contents name the internal processors, subsystems, (initialized) channels and stores and describe the graph interconnecting them. Examples of processor and system definitions are gi\'en in the next section.
Definitions can be followed by a where-pad, a list of definitions the scope of which is limited to the definition it follows. "·here-parts can be nested; they belong to the structural component of ExSpect.
S. EXAMPLE
In this section we illustrate the concepts of the previous chapters by specifying a simple DSS for scheduling in a job shop. From an external source (the sales department), jobs are brought into the DSS. A job is divided into a set of tasks. A task has a machine tY]Jt, a standard duration and a set of predecessors. The shop floor may contain several machines of the same type. :\lachines may be unavailable due to malfunction. The standard duration of a task is its processing time on a (hypothetical) standard machine. A machine's speed is measured in relation the standard machine. The estimated duration of a task on a specific machine equals the task's standard duration divided by the machine's speed. The predecessors of a task t are the tasks (belonging to the same job) that need to be finished before t can be' started. The predecessor graph may contain no cycles.
TIl(' DSS produces sdl('(luks for tIl(' shop floor: t1J(' (l~sigllIlI('111 of lIlachill('S to ta!'ks (,II i\ sp(,cific tillle (h<'l'(, a <kcisioll is 11 scil('dIlJ('). From allut Iwl' ('xkrIlal !'(lI\1T(' (til(' shop flour). feedback is given to the DSS: reports 011 e.g. completed tasks and lllachinp breakdoww,.
The DSS generates reports for and receives decisions from the decisiOll maker.
To model the DSS, we start by modeling the fundamental concepts playing a role in the scheduling process. Next we define the functions using these types that are needed throughout the scheduling system and end by formulating the constraints that schedules must satisfy. The constraints we consider are the following. They can be extended at will.
-Only known tasks can be scheduled. Tasks are scheduled for available machines of the prescribed type. -Any predecessor of a scheduled task is scheduled too; the starting time of the task exceeds or equals the finishing time of any predecessor. -The same machine cannot be occupied by two tasks at the same moment.
The above definitions in ExSpect are as follows. A third processor is an automatic scheduler; it generates decisions using a "greedy" algofit hm. Given are stores m, s, and t as before and a scheduling range 81'9 (the cartesian product of a start time and an end time). The processor adds unscheduled tasks to the existing schedule, giving priority to tasks whose predecessors haye finished first. The ExSpect header of this processor is as follows (the definition is too lengthy to include here alld ('an be found in an appendix).
proe salg [in srg:tdur><tdur, store s:sched, m:machs, t:tasks]
These processors and a user interface system ui form the DSS. rnder control of the decision maker, the user interface switches back and forth between updater, truncator and algorithm, while reporting ahout the schedule being produced. We can add other subsystems to simulate the target system: a task generator tgtn (simulating the sales department) and a panic generator pgen (simulating machine breakdowns and repa.irs at the shop floor). Breakdowns and repairs are reported to the decision maker; breakdowns also start an immediate automatic truncation and rescheduling operation to account for the modified situation. The truncatioll and rescheduling described here is complete from the moment of breakdown onward, but we could easily modify it so that only tasks that directly or indirectly suffer from the breakdown are rescheduled. The system described where ml := 'ml' : mid end;
sys pgen [out rep:str, int:tdur><tdur, store m:machs. sch:sched] := channel i:mav init true, store s:real init 0.4321, --seed for random generator p(in i, out i, rep. into store m, sch, s); sys main [in uicom:str, out uirep:str, panrep:str] := channel updsched: sched, channel okupd: bool, channel algint: tdur><tdur, channel trnctim: tdur, store cursched: sched in it n, store curtasks: tasks init n, store machines: machs init {'ml l • • • • . } , --fill in machines ui (in uicom, okupd, out uirep, updsched, algint, trnctim. store cursched). supd (in updsched, out okupd, store cursched, curtasks, machines), strunc (in trnctim, store cursched), salg (in algint, store cursched, curtasks, machines), tgen (store curtasks), pgen (out panrep, algint, store machines, cursched); III t 11(' above system, decision makers can use and test the DSS llllder more or less realistic circumstances.
